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PRESS RELEASE   

Berlin, 10th January 2023 

 
 

TSC Real Estate appoints Jenniffer Solomon as Head of Business 
Development 

 

TSC Real Estate GmbH is a leading investment and asset management company focussing on 

healthcare and life sciences real estate. It is continuing the strategic expansion of its organisational 

structure with the appointment of Jenniffer Solomon to the newly created position of Head of Business 

Development. 

In her new role, Jenniffer Solomon will be responsible for the identification and structuring of investment 

opportunities in the retirement living, healthcare and life sciences real estate sectors in Germany and 

other European markets. She will also be responsible for bringing these together with the relevant 

financing and capital partners from the institutional and real estate private equity sectors. In addition to 

Germany, the target destinations include the Benelux countries, Italy and Spain, where TSC Real Estate 

already has representative offices, and also the Nordic countries and France.   

Jenniffer Solomon will also support the expansion of TSC Real Estate as a management platform and 

holistic operating partner in the field of healthcare real estate via the acquisition of investment and asset 

management mandates. TSC Real Estate’s many years of expertise in the management of operational 

real estate will also be made available to a broader customer base as an additional Property Management 

Plus service.    

“In the current market environment, we see interesting investment opportunities and possibilities in the 

healthcare and life sciences real estate asset classes, and this is not limited to the Core and Core+ 

segments. On the one hand, the opportunities involve the properties themselves and, on the other, also 

the operational side. We are now superbly positioned to identify and implement these opportunities 

together with Jenniffer Solomon, whom I have known for many years and hold in very high esteem. She 

is not only a proven expert in the field of private equity real estate, but also has a close and reliable 

network with the relevant market participants, which will support us in both leveraging value enhancement 

potential and placing new products and services,” says Berthold Becker, Managing Director of TSC Real 

Estate. 

Jenniffer Solomon has been active in the real estate sector for over 20 years. Prior to her move to   TSC 

Real Estate, she was Managing Director of VicAsset Advisors Germany (formerly Sabal Financial Europe 

Germany) and has successfully identified investment opportunities in the value-add segment in Germany 

and Northern Europe for various equity and debt funds operated by Oaktree Capital and also built up a 

network of operating partners and service providers. Other positions during her career include CR 

Investment Management, EY Real Estate and CBRE. 

Jenniffer Solomon holds a master’s degree in Property Investment from the University of Reading, is a 

qualified real estate economist (ebs Immobilienökonomin), Member of the Royal Institution of Chartered 
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Surveyors (MRICS) and has a bachelor of science degree in Hospitality Management from the University 

of Rhode Island, USA.  

“The consequences of the global pandemic combined with the effects of the ongoing war in Ukraine and 

also the questioning of classic commercial real estate such as the asset classes office and retail mean 

that there is now unprecedented international focus on the healthcare and life sciences sectors. I am 

therefore very much looking forward to bringing my experience and energy to this important and 

sustainable area of the real estate industry here at TSC Real Estate”, says Jenniffer Solomon. 

For the year ahead, TSC Real Estate is planning to expand its activities to the non-core segment and to 

invest increasingly outside Germany. For these purposes, the company is able to draw on the additional 

expertise of its affiliated companies in Italy, Spain and Luxembourg. Talks are already under way with 

potential capital partners relating to the acquisition of properties with a combined volume of around €70 

million. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About TSC Real Estate 

TSC Real Estate, based in Berlin, provides integrated real estate investment and asset management. The company 
is a leading expert in healthcare & Life Science properties, as well as residential, mixed-use and complementary 
commercial properties. With its in-house teams, the company manages investments across the entire investment 
and life cycle. TSC Real Estate currently has 159 assets under management, with a total investment volume of c. 
EUR 1.6 bn. 

TSC Real Estate was awarded the Altenheim EXPO Award 2022 by the trade journal CARE Invest, in the category 
"Investor of the Year". 

For further information please visit www.tsc-realestate.de  
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